
God tier Farm 1701 

Chapter 1701: Testing the disciples (2) 

 

Xia ruofei stepped out of the car. Tang Haoran immediately called out excitedly,””Master!” 

Then, the little guy rushed over and threw himself into Xia ruofei’s arms. 

Xia ruofei lifted Tang Haoran up and kissed him on the cheek. Then, he smiled and asked,””Haoran, 

master isn’t by your side. Will you be lazy?” 

“I won ‘t!” Tang Haoran said. Master, I practice very seriously every day!” 

“Oh, really? Then I’ll have to check it properly later!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

Then he turned to Tang Yitian and Jennifer. 

“Sister che, you’ve met brother Tang and Jennifer. I don’t need to introduce them, do I?” Xia ruofei said 

with a smile. 

Feng Rao was a little reserved in front of the rich couple and said,””Hello, President Tang! Hello, Ms. 

Jennifer!” 

Tang Yitian laughed,”miss Feng, you’re welcome. Coming here is like going home!” Come on, let’s go in 

and talk ...” 

Then, Tang Yitian and his wife led Xia ruofei and Feng Jing into the villa. 

The group came to the living room of the rich and beautiful palace on the first floor. Tang Yitian said to 

Xia ruofei,””The servants are preparing dinner. We’ll take a rest here first. Two elders will come over 

later, and I’ll introduce you to them!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded,”sure!” We’ll listen to big brother Tang’s arrangements when we arrive at 

the sethany!” 

Then, Xia ruofei patted Tang Haoran, who had been leaning on him, and said,””Haoran, come, let master 

check your homework!” 

Feng Rao had already known that Xia ruofei had taken Tang Haoran as his disciple when she was in the 

capital. However, she did not know what Xia ruofei had taught Tang Haoran. After thinking about it, she 

felt that it was probably martial arts. After all, Xia ruofei had retired from the Army and Feng Rao had 

seen his skills before. 

However, Feng Rao could not understand why a rich kid like Tang Haoran wanted to learn martial arts 

from Xia ruofei. 

Now that Xia ruofei wanted to test Tang Haoran, Feng Rao could not help but feel curious. 

“Ruofei, shall we leave for a while?” Tang Yitian said. 



Tang Yitian wasn’t like Feng Rao. He had long realized how precious the cultivation technique that Xia 

ruofei had passed on to Tang Haoran was. At the same time, he also paid great attention to the 

confidentiality that Xia ruofei had asked him to keep. 

When he was at home, he never asked Tang Haoran about cultivation. He knew that there were some 

things that he could not pry into no matter how curious he was. 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”no need!” I’m just testing Haoran’s cultivation. I didn’t teach him anything 

new ...” 

Then, Xia ruofei turned to Tang Haoran and said seriously,””Haoran, extend your left hand!” 

Tang Haoran obediently stretched out his hand. Xia ruofei casually placed it on his hand and released 

some essential Qi. She quickly scanned Tang Haoran’s meridians and quickly understood his cultivation 

level. 

Xia ruofei was surprised. It seemed that the little guy was not lying. He must have been cultivating very 

hard these few months because Xia ruofei realized that Tang Haoran’s cultivation had already reached 

the peak of Qi disciple Level 1. It seemed that he could break through to Qi disciple Level 2 at any time. 

This cultivation speed seemed to be much slower than Song Wei ‘s. However, Song Wei had been 

cultivating in the time formation all this time. Most importantly, Song Wei had a unique cultivation 

resource like spiritual crystals. She could cultivate without any worries and Xia ruofei would help her 

from the side. 

On the other hand, Tang Haoran could only cultivate for four hours every day at midnight and Mao. 

Moreover, the spiritual energy of heaven and earth was so thin. How could it be compared to the almost 

inexhaustible spiritual crystals? 

To be able to steadily reach the peak of Qi disciple Level 1 in just a few months, one could only say that 

Tang Haoran’s talent was really very strong, and he must have worked hard enough. 

Xia ruofei was very satisfied,”not bad!” It seems that Haoran really didn’t slack off ...” 

“I’m the most obedient to master!”Tang Haoran said proudly. He persevered in his cultivation every day! 

He didn’t even rest for the new year ...” 

“Not bad, not bad!” Xia ruofei patted Tang Haoran’s head and smiled.”I’ll give you a reward later! I’m 

also going to teach you the second level of the mental cultivation method. You should be able to break 

through soon ...” 

Feng Rao was in disbelief when she saw that Xia ruofei’s so – called “test” on Tang Haoran was just like a 

traditional Chinese Medicine doctor checking his pulse. 

Tang Haoran and Jennifer, on the other hand, were already used to it. They were quite happy to hear Xia 

ruofei’s words. 

“Ruofei, thank you for your hard work!” Tang Yitian said. 

“Hey! What’s there to be troubled about! After I taught him, I didn’t care about anything else!” Xia 

ruofei said,”I’d be willing to have another dozen Haoran, such a worry – Free disciple!” 



“Hahaha!” Tang Yitian laughed. 

“Xia, don’t praise him too much,” Jennifer said.”Be careful of Haoran’s pride!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”my disciple performed well, so I have to praise her to death!” Haoran won’t 

be proud, right?” 

He rubbed Tang Haoran’s hair as he spoke. Tang Haoran raised his head and said,””Mm! Haoran is very 

modest!” 

“Hahaha!” The adults all laughed heartily. 

Everyone sat in the living room and drank tea for a while before they heard the sound of a car outside. 

Tang Yitian immediately stood up and said,””Maybe my two elders have arrived. I’ll go out and pick 

them up!” 

Xia ruofei thought for a while. Tang Yitian’s elder was here, so it didn’t seem appropriate for him to sit in 

the living room. He stood up and said,””Let’s go together!” 

The group walked out of the villa and saw two old men getting out of a black Mercedes – Benz. Both of 

them were wearing traditional Tang suits. Their hair was almost all white, but they were in high spirits. 

Seeing this, Tang Yitian quickly walked up to him and said,””Grandpa li! Uncle Xu! You’ve had a long 

journey!” 

Xia ruofei was a little surprised. He thought that the two old men were about the same age, but hearing 

Tang Yitian call them that, it was obvious that they were of different generations. 

Besides, Xia ruofei could clearly feel that one of the old men seemed to have genuine Qi circulating in his 

body. He was obviously a cultivator. 

This was the first time Xia ruofei had seen other cultivators. He couldn’t help but take a second look at 

the old man. 

The old man seemed to have felt something. His eyes swept over Xia ruofei like lightning, and then he 

laughed at Tang Yitian,””Yi Tian! You seem to be in good spirits!” 

“Grandpa li, Yitian doesn’t have any talent for cultivation, so I can only put in more effort in taking care 

of my body ...” Tang Yitian said respectfully. 

Then, Tang Yitian turned to another old man and asked,””Uncle Xu, was your journey smooth?” 

“We’ve used your private jet and even applied for an exclusive route,” uncle Xu said with a 

smile.”What’s not going well?” 

“That’s good!” Tang Yitian said,”Oh right, let me introduce you two. This is ...” 

“Yitian, if I’m not wrong, this should be Haoran’s master, Mr. Xia, right?” Uncle Xu didn’t wait for Tang 

Yitian’s introduction, but interrupted him. 

Xia ruofei smiled and took a step forward.””Junior Xia ruofei greets the two seniors!” 



“You’re young and promising!” Uncle Xu praised. 

Uncle Xu didn’t have any cultivation, but Grandpa li could sense Xia ruofei’s cultivation aura. He looked 

at Xia ruofei deeply and smiled.””Brother Xia isn’t as simple as being young and promising! At least, 

among the young people I know, there’s no one who can reach brother Xia’s level!” 

Tang Yitian couldn’t help but feel a little embarrassed when Grandpa li kept calling him “brother Xia.” In 

his heart, he thought that the seniority in the family was all messed up. 

He didn’t know that there was more chaos to come ... 

Tang Yitian said to Xia ruofei,”ruofei, this is Li Yifu, Grandpa li. He’s a senior in the United States Hong 

sect.” This is our Australia’s righteous Association’s senior, Xu Ziyuan, uncle Xu. Both of you are seniors 

that I respect very much!” 

Li Yifu said with a smile,”Yitian, don’t stand at the door. Let’s go inside and talk!” I’m going to have a 

good chat with brother Xia later!” 

Chapter 1702: A blow (1) 

 

Brother Xia again ... Tang Yitian suddenly felt tired. 

As the group walked into the manor, Tang Yitian asked respectfully,””Grandpa li, do you think we should 

have dinner first or ...” 

“I’ll have a chat with brother Xia first!”Li Yifu said after a slight hesitation. 

“Yes. Grandpa li, this way please!” Tang Yitian nodded. 

After that, he gave Jennifer a look and she immediately stood up and said with a smile,””Grandpa li, 

uncle Xu, I’m going to see how they’re doing with dinner,” 

Feng Rao also stood up and said,””Jennifer, I’ll go with you!” 

Jennifer smiled and nodded, then said to Tang Haoran,””Allan! You come with me too ...” 

Xia ruofei did not wait for Tang Haoran to get up and said,””Jennifer, let Haoran stay and listen!” 

Although Tang Haoran was still a child, he was Xia ruofei’s direct disciple. Besides, among the people 

present, only Xia ruofei and his master, as well as Li Yifu, were considered cultivators. So in Xia ruofei’s 

opinion, even if Jennifer and Feng Rao avoided it, Tang Haoran did not need to. 

Tang Yitian couldn’t help but look at Li Yifu with a questioning look. 

Li Yifu glanced at Tang Haoran and his eyes lit up. Then, he chuckled and said,””Yi Tian, let Haoran stay 

too!” 

“Okay, Grandpa li!” Tang Yitian said. 

Seeing that Li Yifu had put it that way, Jennifer smiled and bowed slightly before leaving the living room 

with Feng Jing. 



After the guests were seated, Tang Yitian busied himself with making tea for everyone. Xia ruofei carried 

Tang Haoran and sat opposite Li Yifu. 

Li Yifu looked at Tang Haoran as if he was looking at a piece of precious Jade. His eyes were practically 

glowing. 

“Brother Xia, I heard from Yitian that Haoran is already your disciple?” he asked with a smile. 

Xia ruofei replied neither haughtily nor humbly,””Senior li, Haoran is quite talented. It just so happens 

that we are fated to be master and disciple, so I accepted him as my disciple ... By the way, you can call 

me RUO Fei! Otherwise, the seniority will be in a mess ...” 

Xu Ziyuan couldn’t help but smile, while Tang Yitian looked at Li Yifu with eager eyes. 

“It’s rare for me to meet a fellow Daoist, so I was eager ...”Li Yifu said with a smile. 

Xu Ziyuan and Tang Yitian couldn’t help but look surprised when they heard this. Although they had 

already guessed it, they still found it hard to believe after Li Yifu confirmed it. 

This senior Li Yifu’s background wasn’t small. Even Xu Ziyuan, the big boss of the Yixing society, had to 

respectfully call him “third uncle.” 

Li Yifu’s father was the legendary leader of the Hong sect, li Jiuzhou. He had passed away a few years 

ago at the age of 126. He was definitely a super lucky Star. 

Li Jiu Zhou had five children, and the only one still alive was the third – in – line Li Yifu. 

It was said that when Li Jiu Zhou was young, he had met an extraordinary person who had taught him 

the ways of cultivation. That was why he had been able to live so long. 

Li Yifu was the only one among all of Li Jiu Zhou’s children who had the physique for cultivation. He had 

also inherited Li Jiu Zhou’s legacy and was now a highly respected elder in the Hong sect. 

This year, Li Yifu was nearly 90 years old, but he looked about the same age as Xu Ziyuan, who was in his 

early 70s. Everyone was quite eager to learn the magical cultivation method. 

Previously, when Xia ruofei helped Tang Haoran to resolve the blockage in his meridians, Tang Yitian and 

Xu Ziyuan had already guessed it. However, when they heard Li Yifu’s personal confirmation today, they 

could not help but be shocked. 

While Tang Yitian was shocked, his heart was also filled with ecstasy. Xia ruofei had accepted Tang 

Haoran as his personal disciple, and he even said that Tang Haoran was very talented in cultivation. 

Didn’t this mean that Tang Haoran could also become a legendary figure like li Jiuzhou and Li Yifu in the 

future? 

Not to mention anything else, just the fact that he could live a long life was enough to make Tang Yitian 

ecstatic. 

Which parent wouldn’t want their child to live a long and healthy life? Not to mention that Tang Yitian 

had a son at an old age. He was simply afraid of Tang Haoran falling from his hands or melting him in his 

mouth. 



On the other side, Li Yifu continued to smile and said,””I can see that brother Xia’s cultivation level 

should not be much lower than mine, right? Even Haoran has obviously reached a higher level, so I think 

your inheritance must be extraordinary. ” 

Tang Yitian and Xu Ziyuan looked at each other, then said,””Grandpa li, how about ... I leave with uncle 

Xu for a while?” 

Li Yifu smiled and said,”it’s fine. You guys can just listen on the side. However, talent is the most 

important thing in cultivation. Without talent, no matter how hard you work, you won’t be able to 

achieve anything. So just listen to it, and remember not to tell others. ” 

“Understood!” Tang Yitian and Xu Ziyuan both said seriously. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Senior Li, you’ve been cultivating for many years. Of course, I can’t compare to you.” 

His inheritance was a top secret. Naturally, he didn’t want to talk about it. Besides, there were many 

cultivation methods in the Jade talisman. By comparison, one could see how precious the “great Dao 

Arts” was. Even if Li Yifu was Tang Yitian’s elder, Xia ruofei couldn’t casually reveal a little bit. 

Li Yifu laughed and said,”brother Xia, it’s rare to meet a fellow Daoist. My hands are also a little itchy. 

Why don’t we have a fight?” 

Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment. He said with a troubled expression,””Senior li, this ...” 

“We’ll stop there!” Li Yifu said,”I’ve been stuck in my current realm for a long time. Perhaps I can gain 

some insights from sparring with brother Xia? Brother Xia, please grant my wish!” 

Chapter 1703: A blow (2) 

 

Since Li Yifu had already said so, Xia ruofei was too embarrassed to refuse. 

Moreover, he had never fought with a cultivator before, so he wanted to test his actual combat power. 

Thus, he pondered for a moment and nodded,”Then I’ll accept your invitation!” 

“Grandpa li, ruofei, let’s go to the back garden!” Tang Yitian said quickly. The field over there is bigger!” 

“Lead the way!” Li Yifu said straightforwardly. 

Thus, the group of people moved to the back garden. The two of them stood facing each other in the 

empty garden. Tang Yitian and Xu Ziyuan stood far away, their eyes full of anticipation. 

“Senior li, please!” Xia ruofei said as he cupped his fists. 

“Brother Xia, be careful!” Li Yifu did not stand on ceremony. He made an opening gesture and pounced 

on Xia ruofei like lightning. 

In the blink of an eye, the two had exchanged a few moves. Tang Yitian and Xu Ziyuan didn’t even dare 

to blink because their speed was so fast that they couldn’t see their movements clearly. They even felt 

that they had left afterimages. 



Even the dazzling special effects in movies and TV shows were not as shocking as the scene of the two 

fighting. 

In fact, it only took a few breaths for Xia ruofei and Li Yifu to separate from each other. 

Xia ruofei’s face revealed a trace of surprise. Li Yifu’s face changed drastically, and he had a look of 

disbelief. 

Although it was only a short contact, Li Yifu could clearly feel that Xia ruofei’s vital energy was extremely 

powerful. It gave him a feeling that he was unparalleled. Although Xia ruofei did not have any 

mysterious ultimate moves, in fact, Xia ruofei did not attack him at all. However, Li Yifu still felt that he 

could not find his opponent’s flaws no matter how hard he tried. Xia ruofei’s every move and a few 

casual movements could easily block all his attacks. 

Li Yifu suddenly realized that he had made an error in his judgment. How was the cultivation of this 

young man in front of him about to catch up with him? It had surpassed him by a large margin! 

Li Yifu felt a deep sense of defeat when he thought about the other party’s age and his own. 

As for Xia ruofei, he was also filled with shock. 

He was not surprised by Li Yifu’s cultivation. To be precise, he was a little surprised, but he felt that Li 

Yifu was much weaker than he had imagined. 

What Xia ruofei was really surprised about was that Li Yifu’s moves felt familiar to him. Even Li Yifu’s 

genuine Qi felt familiar to him when they fought. 

Hence, Xia ruofei started to search his guts. 

At Xia ruofei’s level, his memory was pretty good. He had a photographic memory. However, he had 

read too many ancient books and martial arts. Most of them were just for reference. He did not really 

study them or practice them. Therefore, he could not remember them. 

On the other side, Li Yifu couldn’t help but ask bitterly,””Brother ... Brother Xia, if I may ask, your current 

cultivation ...” 

Xia ruofei came back to her senses and said casually,””Senior Li, I’m still at Qi disciple Level 5 ...” 

Recently, Xia ruofei had been using spiritual crystals to cultivate, so his progress was much faster than 

before. In fact, he could vaguely feel the bottleneck of Qi disciple Level 6, and he was not far from a 

breakthrough. 

However, Xia ruofei had always paid attention to letting nature take its course when he cultivated. He 

did not pursue it deliberately, including the few breakthroughs he had made. When he reached the 

realm, it would be natural. Hence, he was not in a hurry and continued to maintain his own cultivation 

pace. 

Li Yifu couldn’t help but take a deep breath when he heard Xia ruofei’s words. 

Qi disciple Level 5! This young man in his 20s was already a Qi disciple Level 5 master! 



He still didn’t know that Xia ruofei had cultivated both true Qi and mental power at the same time, and 

that the cultivation of mental power was higher than the cultivation of true Qi. Otherwise, he would 

have been even more shocked. 

When Li Yifu thought about how he had been cultivating since he was young, and how he was only at Qi 

disciple Level 3 even though he was getting old, he felt as if his world view was going to be subverted. 

Even his father, Li Jiu Zhou, a legendary figure, had only reached Qi disciple Level 6 in his entire life. He 

had not been able to transform even the slightest bit of true Qi into Yuan Qi, and was still far from 

reaching Foundation establishment. 

Xia ruofei, on the other hand, was only in his twenties, but he was about to reach his father’s level. It 

was really infuriating! 

In reality, it was not that Li Jiu Zhou or Li Yifu were not talented. It was just that the cultivation 

environment on earth was too harsh. They did not have top – notch cultivation techniques like Xia 

ruofei, nor did they have precious spiritual crystals to assist in their cultivation. Every day, they could 

only absorb the thin spiritual Qi at midnight and dawn. It would be strange if their cultivation progress 

could be fast! 

Li Yifu took a long time to come back to his senses and said with a bitter smile,””It seems like I’m really a 

frog at the bottom of a well! So Mr. Xia’s cultivation has long since surpassed mine ...” 

Xu Ziyuan and Tang Yitian were so surprised that their mouths were wide open. They knew that Xia 

ruofei was powerful, but they didn’t expect him to be this powerful. 

Xia ruofei, who was in his twenties, had a cultivation that far surpassed Li Yifu ‘s? The two of them felt 

that this was so unreal. They simply couldn’t believe their ears. 

“Mr. Xia, may I ask about your disciple’s cultivation ...” Li Yifu couldn’t help but ask. 

He had unknowingly changed “brother Xia” to “Mr. Xia,” and his tone was much more respectful. 

After asking, Li Yifu stared at Xia ruofei, feeling a little worried. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”Haoran has just started cultivating. He’s still at Qi disciple Level 1 ...” 

Li Yifu secretly heaved a sigh of relief. If even Tang Haoran’s cultivation was higher than his, then he had 

really wasted his life. 

However, Xia ruofei immediately continued,””However, this child’s talent is really not bad. He has 

already touched the bottleneck of Qi disciple Level 1. If there are no accidents, he will soon break 

through to Qi disciple Level 2 ...” 

Li Yifu almost fell down. He still remembered that he had cultivated for five years before he managed to 

break through to Qi disciple Level 2 with great difficulty. After that, he spent another 30 years before he 

broke through to Qi disciple Level 3. After that, he was just a bi ‘an and was still unable to advance to 

the next level. 

And Tang Haoran, an eight or nine – year – old child, who had only been in contact with cultivation for 

less than a year, was actually about to break through to Qi disciple Level 2 ... 



When did cultivation become so easy? 

Li Yifu felt that his Dao heart was about to waver ... 

Xia ruofei’s mind was not on this. He thought for a while and asked,””Senior Li, I have a question ...” 

“Please don’t call me senior ...” Li Yifu interrupted Xia ruofei with a bitter smile and said,”I don’t deserve 

the title ‘senior’ with my insignificant cultivation!” 

“There’s no order in learning, but a senior is still a senior!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I would like to ask, 

what is the name of your cultivation technique?” 

Li Yifu hesitated for a moment before saying,””My late father taught me this technique. It’s called the 

origin returning Scripture. It has a mental cultivation method and a palm technique.” 

He had only revealed the name of the technique but not the secret of his cultivation. Besides, Xia 

ruofei’s cultivation was much higher than his, so he would not covet his incomplete technique. Hence, 

he told Xia ruofei without hesitation. 

When Xia ruofei heard the three words “origin returning Scripture”, he immediately revealed a look of 

realization. 

No wonder he felt that it was so familiar. It turned out that he had really seen this cultivation method 

before. Although there was a difference of one word in the name, there must have been some origin. 

Xia ruofei immediately thought of a martial arts technique called the Guiyuan Scripture that he had once 

browsed. This martial arts technique included a set of palm techniques, a set of leg techniques, and a 

matching heart technique. 

These cultivation techniques were directly injected into his mind through the human – shaped jade 

talisman, so he quickly found the contents of the cultivation techniques. After comparing the two, he 

found many similarities, but the palm technique Li Yifu used seemed to be a bit crude ... 

Chapter 1704: The seniority is in a mess (1) 

 

Xia ruofei was a little confused. According to Li Yifu, his cultivation technique was passed down in his 

family, but how could his family have the Guiyuan Scripture? Even if it was an incomplete inheritance, it 

was still a little impossible! 

If it was any other technique, Xia ruofei wouldn’t feel that there was anything wrong with it. After all, 

there were many techniques recorded in the human jade talisman. Most of them were collected by the 

previous owner of the spirit map space over a long period of time. He chose some techniques that were 

of a good level and could verify the cultivation of the “great Dao Sutra” and stored them in the human 

jade talisman. 

However, the origin returning Scripture was different! 

At the end of the “origin returning Scripture”, the owner of the spirit map space also left behind a 

paragraph of text, clearly stating that this was a cultivation method he had created himself. 



Could it be that Li Yifu’s family had some sort of relationship with the owner of the spirit map space? 

Xia ruofei’s mind was racing, and he couldn’t help but think of the words left behind by the previous 

owner of the spirit map space in the “origin returning Scripture”. 

In addition to explaining the origin of this cultivation method, the passage also mentioned that he had 

once taught this cultivation method to a youth surnamed li in a mountain village in Xichuan province. 

The specific age was not mentioned in the passage, so it was impossible to test it. 

Coincidentally, Li Yifu’s surname was also li. Xia ruofei immediately connected the dots. 

He couldn’t help but ask,”senior li, may I ask where your ancestral home is?” When did they move to 

United States?” 

Although Li Yifu was an United States Chinese, there was no doubt that his ancestors must have come 

from China. 

Although Li Yifu did not understand Xia ruofei’s sudden question, he still answered honestly,””Mr. Xia, 

my family is from Yunan Province. My father went to Southeast Asia when he was young and then went 

to the United States to make a living. My generation can be considered the second generation ...” 

“Ruofei,” Tang Yitian added,”Grandpa Li’s father was the legendary leader of the Hong sect, li Jiuzhou. 

He passed away a few years ago at the age of 126. In the eyes of the younger generation, Grandpa li 

Jiuzhou was like a god!” 

Li Yifu forced a smile and said,”Yitian, don’t flatter my father and me anymore!” Otherwise, we’ll be 

laughed at. Mr. Xia’s cultivation will soon reach my father’s level ...” 

“What?” Tang Yitian and Xu Ziyuan both gasped and called out in unison. 

Xia ruofei didn’t pay any attention to them. Instead, he looked confused and mumbled to himself,””It’s 

not from Xichuan? And the name is wrong ...” 

Tang Yitian, who was the closest to Xia ruofei, couldn’t help but ask,””Ruofei, what Xichuan province?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”Oh!” It’s nothing ... I originally thought that senior li had some connection 

with my sect, but I might have been wrong. The information doesn’t match ...” 

Li Yifu’s expression changed when he heard that. He asked anxiously,””Mr. Xia, may I ask what your sect 

is? Why would you say that you have a connection with my family?” 

Xia ruofei thought about it and felt that it was not a secret. He smiled and said,””It’s like this ... When we 

were fighting just now, I felt that senior Li’s palm technique and true Qi were somewhat familiar, so I 

asked. However, my master’s successor is from Xichuan province, and the cultivation technique is only 

similar, not completely the same, so I must have made a mistake!” 

Although Xia ruofei had never met the previous owner of the spirit map space, he had inherited the 

most precious spirit map space and learned the “great Dao Sutra” that he had left behind. Hence, in Xia 

ruofei’s heart, he had long regarded this master as his master. 



In fact, this was the case. It was just that Xia Qing did not tell Xia ruofei that after Xia ruofei inherited the 

magic weapon, the spirit map world, Xia ruofei was already the successor of the previous master of the 

spirit map space. 

Li Yifu was so excited that his beard was trembling. He asked in a trembling voice,””Mr. Xia, what is the 

name of the cultivation method of your sect?” 

Xia ruofei said,”it’s very similar to the name of your cultivation technique. It’s called the Guiyuan 

Scripture!” That’s why I mistakenly believed that senior Li’s family and my sect had some sort of 

connection. ” 

“Origin returning true Scripture!” Li Yifu’s eyes flickered as he cried out. 

Seeing Li Yifu so emotional, Tang Yitian couldn’t help but worry,””Grandpa li ...” 

Li Yifu waved his hand and looked at Xia ruofei eagerly. He asked in a trembling voice,””Mr. Xia, may I 

ask ... The successor you mentioned from Xichuan province, is he ... Is his name ... Li beihuai?” 

After Li Yifu finished his question, he stared at Xia ruofei, his heart beating even faster. 

Xia ruofei raised his eyebrows and asked curiously,””Eh? How did you know? This li beihuai ... He should 

be my senior brother, right?” 

In fact, according to the records of the spirit map space’s previous owner, he had taught Xichuan’s Li 

beihuai the origin returning true Scripture on a whim. In fact, he had not officially accepted li beihuai as 

a disciple. 

However, li beihuai could be considered half a senior to Xia ruofei. After all, they had the same teacher. 

To that expert, it was just a good relationship. Of course, to li beihuai, it was definitely a super great 

opportunity that could change his life. 

Li Yifu’s voice was like a Thunderbolt, completely stunned. His lips trembled unconsciously, showing the 

excitement and shock in his heart at the moment. 

Chapter 1705: The seniority is in a mess (2) 

 

After a long while, Li Yifu did something that shocked everyone. He urged him to topple the Golden 

Mountain and topple the Jade pillar. He knelt respectfully in front of Xia ruofei and said in a trembling 

voice,””Unfilial disciple Li Yifu greets martial granduncle! Previously, I didn’t know the identity of martial 

granduncle, so I’ve offended you! I hope martial granduncle can forgive me!” 

Xia ruofei quickly dodged to the side and said,”Senior Li, you ...” 

“Senior granduncle, please don’t call me senior anymore. I can’t take the responsibility!” Li Yifu said in 

fear. 

Xu Ziyuan and Tang Yitian were dumbfounded. What was going on? Their brains simply couldn’t keep 

up. 



Xia ruofei said helplessly,”stand up first!” Tell me what happened!” 

A white – haired old man was kneeling before him and calling him Grand – martial uncle. This made Xia 

ruofei feel a little too horrified and extremely uncomfortable. 

“Yes, martial granduncle!” Li Yifu said respectfully, and then stood up from the ground obediently. 

“Tell me, what’s going on?” Xia ruofei asked. 

He didn’t dare to call Li Yifu ‘senior’ anymore. Otherwise, he was sure that Li Yifu would kneel down 

again. 

“Martial granduncle! Martial ancestor li beihuai was the master of my late father, Li Jiu Zhou. ” Li Yifu 

said respectfully,”our family ‘s’ origin returning Scripture ‘was taught to us by Grandmaster li beihuai! 

You’re Grandmaster li beihuai’s junior Brother, so you’re naturally my Grandmaster! Our branch has 

never known where the inheritance came from, but now we have finally found a master. If my late 

father knew in the netherworld, he would definitely be very pleased ...” 

As he spoke, Li Yifu couldn’t help but shed tears. 

Xia ruofei quickly tried to persuade him. He was an old man, and the biggest taboo was to be in a mood 

of great sorrow or joy. If anything happened to him, he would be in big trouble. 

Then, Li Yifu explained the origin in detail. 

It turned out that if li beihuai had lived until now, he would have been at least three hundred years old. 

Back then, li Jiuzhou was taken in as a personal disciple by li beihuai, who was traveling around Yunan 

Province and called himself the Daoist of Xichuan. He even passed on the origin returning Scripture, 

which allowed li Jiuzhou to embark on the path of cultivation. Later, it was passed down to Li Yifu’s 

generation. Among the five siblings, only he had the cultivation physique and cultivated the origin 

returning Scripture. 

Moreover, li beihuai had once mentioned to li Jiuzhou about the origins of his sect. Back then, li beihuai 

was still a Cowherd boy in the mountains of Xichuan. When he was Cowherd by the pond outside the 

village, he met an old Daoist with a Sage – like demeanor and passed him a cultivation technique. 

The old Daoist said that his root bone was not bad, and asked if he was willing to cultivate immortal 

spells with him. 

Li beihuai was an uncultured orphan back then, so he had no concept of cultivation at all. Naturally, he 

was overjoyed and expressed his willingness. 

Therefore, the old Daoist stayed in the small mountain village for seven days and taught him an 

immortal method called the “origin returning Scripture”. 

It was a pity that his ability to comprehend was limited, and in the end, he only remembered the 

incomplete cultivation technique and most of the palm technique. 

It was obvious that immortal mountain river had no intention of taking him in as a true disciple. From 

the beginning to the end, he didn’t hold an apprenticeship ceremony. Moreover, once the seven days 

were up, he didn’t care how much li beihuai had learned and left. 



Li beihuai had relied on this half of the origin returning true scroll to cultivate step by step to the ninth 

level of the Qi refining stage. He was only one step away from completing the foundation establishment 

stage. 

Because he had not completely mastered the origin returning Scripture, li beihuai only dared to name 

his cultivation technique the origin returning Scripture to show his respect for this cultivation technique. 

This was also the reason why Li Yifu was so excited when he heard the Guiyuan Scripture. 

Those who knew about the Guiyuan Scripture must be the descendants of the Grand – Grandmaster, 

immortal Shanhe. However, he did not expect Xia ruofei to be the disciple of immortal Shanhe. His 

seniority was so high that it was scary. 

Although li beihuai had not been able to become a disciple of immortal mountain river, he had long 

engraved the kindness of rebirth in his heart. He also regarded himself as an in – Name disciple of 

immortal mountain river. Therefore, he would tell each of his disciples that if they met the successor of 

immortal mountain river, they must treat him with the courtesy of a sect leader. 

Hence, when Li Yifu heard that Xia ruofei was li beihuai’s junior Brother, he immediately knelt down and 

paid his respects without hesitation. 

After Xia ruofei heard this, he felt that the origin was quite magical. 

Xia ruofei did not find it strange that li beihuai had not mastered the entire content of the Guiyuan 

Scripture. After all, according to the records, the previous owner of the spirit map space had only taught 

li beihuai this technique casually. 

He was very interested in the Daoist name ‘Daoist priest mountain river’. If he was not mistaken, this 

Daoist priest mountain river should be the previous owner of the spirit map space. 

Mountain river, this Daoist name was very compatible with his most precious magical treasure, the 

realm of the Suan ni spirit map. A small space with mountains and rivers was simply a complete small 

world! 

He couldn’t help but use his divine sense to contact Xia Qing, who was in the space.””Xia Qing, was your 

previous master’s Daoist name Daoist priest mountain river?” 

Xia Qing was obviously stunned for a moment, then she asked,””Master, how did you know? The old 

master didn’t seem to have left behind any written records about himself!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,””It’s also a coincidence. I happened to meet the descendant of one of 

immortal mountain river’s in – Name disciples, and we talked about this. ” 

Chapter 1706: The seniority is in a mess (3) 

 

“In – Name disciple?” Xia Qing was also confused. 



Hence, Xia ruofei told her about the Guiyuan Scripture. Xia Qing then remembered that Xuanji’s incident 

was really a trivial matter in the long years of cultivation of immortal mountain river. If it wasn’t 

recorded in the human jade talisman, Xia Qing would not have remembered it. 

After confirming the condition of the spirit map space’s previous owner, Xia ruofei looked at the White – 

haired old man in front of him with a headache. 

Xia ruofei was really not used to having such an old Grand – disciple. 

Xu Ziyuan and Tang Yitian’s brains crashed. They felt like they were listening to a fairy tale. It was so 

unreal. 

A figure from hundreds of years ago was actually Xia ruofei’s senior? 

The well – respected Li Yifu was actually Xia ruofei’s Grand – disciple? 

Then these people simply had no seniority! 

Only Tang Haoran was still as carefree as before. 

Tang Yitian thought for a while, but he still couldn’t help but say,””Grandpa li, do you want to confirm 

this? If there’s a mistake ...” 

Li Yifu flew into a rage upon hearing this and rebuked,””Shut up! Yi Tian, do you really think that I’m an 

old fool? How can you make a mistake for such a big matter?” 

Of course, Li Yifu was not an old fool. 

Those who could say the origin returning Scripture were definitely from the same line as Daoist master 

mountain river. 

Furthermore, Xia ruofei had specifically mentioned Xichuan and that the successor’s surname was li. 

Among the siblings, only he, who had also embarked on the path of cultivation, knew about li beihuai. 

This was an absolute secret in the Li family and could not be leaked. 

Most importantly, Xia ruofei had such a terrifying level of cultivation at such a young age. Moreover, any 

random disciple he had was about to break through to Qi disciple Level 2 when he was eight or nine 

years old. It could be seen how deep the heritage was. 

How could such a descendant of a famous sect lie about this matter? What was she after? Worldly 

wealth? In the eyes of cultivators, this was equivalent to dung and not worth mentioning at all. 

Inheritance? The other party’s inheritance was countless times better than his. He might even have the 

complete “origin returning true scroll”. How could he take a fancy to his incomplete cultivation method? 

As for Xia ruofei, he had basically confirmed the origin of Li Yifu’s bloodline. 

On one hand, there was proof from the last paragraph of the Guiyuan Scripture. Li beihuai’s name was 

also mentioned by Li Yifu. More importantly, Li Yifu had accurately said the Daoist name of the spirit 

map space’s previous owner that even Xia ruofei himself was not clear about. This was enough to prove 

the authenticity. 



Li Yifu’s seniority was there, so Tang Yitian didn’t dare to say anything after being scolded. He could only 

step aside. 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,”Li Qian ...” 

After saying these two words, Xia ruofei saw that Li Yifu was about to kneel down again. He quickly 

stopped the car and said awkwardly,””This ... It’s been so long, and we’re not from the same branch. I 

don’t think there’s a need to strictly talk about seniority, right? You’re a nearly 90 – year – old man, 

calling me martial granduncle, I also feel quite awkward ...” 

Li Yifu said sternly,”senior granduncle, you’re wrong!” As cultivators, we must first respect our teachers. 

You’re Grandmaster Shanhe’s disciple, which means you’re my uncle – Master, so this seniority can’t be 

messed up!” 

“But ...” Xia ruofei forced a smile. 

He pointed at Tang Yitian and the others and said,””If that’s the case, then wouldn’t the seniority of big 

brother Tang and I be even more chaotic?” 

Xia ruofei’s words reminded Li Yifu of something. 

He looked in Tang Yitian’s direction, then quickly walked in front of Tang Haoran, and respectfully called 

out,””Your adopted husband greets martial uncle Tang!” 

Chapter 1707: Shocked by the heavens (1) 

 

Not only was Tang Haoran dumbfounded by Li Yifu’s words, but Xia ruofei, Tang Yitian, and Xu Ziyuan 

were also dumbfounded. They felt as if their world view had been subverted. 

A ninety – year – old man was being so respectful to an eight or nine – year – old child, and he even 

considered himself a junior. Was there anything more shocking than this? 

“Grandpa ... Grandpa li ...” Tang Haoran was so scared that he could not even speak properly. 

Li Yifu was even more terrified when he heard this and said anxiously,””Martial uncle Tang, please don’t 

call me that. You’ll embarrass me!” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t stand it anymore. He cleared his throat and said,””That ... My adopted husband ...” 

Xia ruofei felt a little awkward, but he could not call Li Yifu senior anymore. Otherwise, Li Yifu would 

really kneel down. 

“Senior granduncle, may I ask what instructions you have for me?” Li Yifu quickly asked. 

Xia ruofei felt goosebumps all over his body. He said awkwardly,””Well ... Haoran is still so young. It’s 

not appropriate for him to be your martial uncle, right? Why don’t we ... Discuss our own matters?” 

Li Yifu immediately said with a serious face,”martial granduncle, that won’t do!” It’s fine for Yi Tian and 

Ziyuan to discuss with me, but martial uncle tang can ‘t! He’s your personal disciple and has already 



gone through the master ceremony. No matter how old he is, he’s still my martial uncle. This seniority 

can’t be messed up!” 

Tang Yitian felt like he was in a dream. Why did his precious son suddenly become the same generation 

as the Hong sect’s legend, li Jiuzhou? Even Li Yifu had to call him uncle – Master, what was wrong with 

this world? 

Xia ruofei felt very helpless, but there was nothing he could do. He could not really use his authority as a 

senior granduncle to order Li Yifu around, could he? Moreover, looking at Li Yifu’s expression, he would 

definitely not agree to such an order. 

In the end, he could only say, not knowing whether to laugh or cry,””Alright, alright! I’ll do as you say!” 

“Thank you, grand uncle – Master!” Li Yifu quickly said. 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and reached into his pocket. He took out a black jade Guan Yu statue from 

the spirit map space and said,””Please wait a moment!” 

Tang Yitian and the others didn’t know what Xia ruofei wanted to do, but even Li Yifu was standing aside 

with his hands down respectfully. They naturally didn’t dare to ask and just waited obediently. 

The statue of black jade that Xia ruofei had taken out was only completed the last time. At that time, he 

did not have the time to engrave the formation on all the Jade statues. Today’s incident was a 

coincidence. Suddenly, a Grand – disciple had appeared. He had to express something no matter what! 

Everyone present knew about cultivation. Xia ruofei did not intend to hide it and decided to carve the 

formation on the spot. 

He held the Duke Guan Jade statue in one hand, and his other hand gently stroked the surface of the 

Jade statue. He closed his eyes slightly and quickly entered a state of heart like still water, feeling every 

vein inside the Jade statue. 

After a long while, Xia ruofei opened his eyes. He extended his right index finger and quickly drew on the 

surface of the Jade. 

Tang Yitian and Xu Ziyuan could only watch the show. They didn’t know what special meaning Xia 

ruofei’s action, which was similar to a Taoist drawing talismans, had. 

On the other hand, Tang Haoran was about to break through to Qi disciple Level 2. Although he did not 

specialize in mental power, he could still sense the majestic mental power that seeped out from Xia 

ruofei’s fingertips. Thus, he could not help but widen his eyes in curiosity. 

As for Li Yifu, his heart was in turmoil. He could clearly feel the strength and precision of the spiritual 

energy from Xia ruofei’s fingertips. Although he did not know what formation Xia ruofei was drawing, he 

could still vaguely feel the mysterious lines that were invisible to the naked eye. 

Li Yifu stared at Xia ruofei’s movements, afraid to miss any details. 

In fact, it would be useless even if he had memorized everything. His spiritual power cultivation had not 

reached that level, and some fine control could not be learned just by looking at the movements. 



Xia ruofei didn’t draw any complicated arrays. He felt that what Li Yifu needed the most was a spirit 

gathering array. To ordinary cultivators, spirit Qi was the most precious. 

Xia ruofei was already familiar with the spirit gathering formation, so he was able to draw it in no time. 

When Xia ruofei finished the last stroke, the entire formation was formed. 

Li Yifu’s eyes widened as he could feel that the Jade statue of Duke Guan in Xia ruofei’s hand was slowly 

gathering spiritual energy. 

At this moment, Li Yifu was even more shocked by Xia ruofei. Grand uncle – Master was indeed the 

Grand uncle – Master! He could actually draw a precious spirit gathering array so easily! 

Xia ruofei smiled and passed the Guan Gong Jade to Li Yifu.””Foster husband, take it!” 

Li Yifu was stunned. He couldn’t believe his ears.”Grand uncle – Master, this ... This is ...” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”Haoran, I can’t let you call me uncle – Master for nothing!” This is his gift to 

you!” 

“How can we do that!” Li Yifu and Tang Yitian said in unison. 

Then, Tang Yitian quickly said,””RUO Fei, how can you pay for the meeting gift Haoran gave you?” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”then what do you want little Haoran to give you as a gift?” Did he have any 

presentable gifts? I’m his master, if I don’t give him a small gift, who will?” 

Li Yifu quickly waved his hand and said,”martial granduncle!” This spirit gathering array was too 

precious! I ... I don’t dare to accept!” 

? 

Chapter 1708: Amazing as a celestial being (2) 

“I told you to take it, so just take it!” Xia ruofei said,”it might be precious to you, but as you can see, if 

you want this kind of array, I can draw it at any time!” 

Then, Xia ruofei smiled at Tang Haoran and said,””Haoran, show your jade pendant to your adopted 

husband!” 

“Yes, master!” Tang Haoran took out the Jade Leaf from his clothes obediently. It was the gift that Xia 

ruofei had given him last time. 

“See that? A spirit gathering array!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”Haoran has one too!” 

Of course, Li Yifu really wanted it, but after a fierce struggle in his mind, he still said,””Martial 

granduncle, perhaps this is something that you can obtain at any time, but this spirit gathering array is 

extremely precious even in the cultivation world! I really can’t accept disciples!” 

Xia ruofei was shocked. Had the world of self – cultivators on earth declined to such an extent? Was this 

elementary spirit gathering array really as precious as Li Yifu had said? 



However, he was only stunned for a moment before he said with a straight face,””Since you call me 

martial granduncle, then you have to listen to me! Foster husband, you’re not thinking of deceiving your 

master and exterminating your ancestor, are you?” 

Tang Yitian and Xu Ziyuan wanted to laugh, but they didn’t dare to. A young man in his 20s was teaching 

a 90 – year – old disciple a lesson in a serious manner, and the other party had to listen respectfully. It 

was a delightful scene. 

“Your disciple wouldn’t dare!” Li Yifu replied fearfully. 

“Then keep it!” Xia ruofei said,”isn’t there a saying that goes,’don’t dare to refuse a gift from an elder’? 

Haoran is your martial uncle. How can you refuse the meeting gift he gave you?” 

Li Yifu gritted his teeth and bowed to Tang Haoran, saying,””Thank you for the reward, uncle – Master!” 

“Li ... That ... That’s what master gave you ...” Tang Haoran quickly waved his hand. 

Xia ruofei chuckled as he stuffed the Jade statue of the gatekeeper into Li Yifu’s hands and said,”This is 

right!” 

Li Yifu carefully put away the Jade carving. 

“Since you’re calling me grand uncle – Master, I’ll have to prepare a gift for you ...” Xia ruofei continued. 

“Grand uncle – Master, this spirit – gathering Jade sculpture is precious enough. I really don’t dare to 

take any more of your rewards ...” Li Yifu said hurriedly. 

Before Li Jiu Zhou passed away, he had repeatedly reminded him that if he met Grandmaster Shan He’s 

direct descendant, he had to treat him with the sect leader’s etiquette. He had finally found his sect’s 

descendant after much difficulty, and it was even the personal disciple of Grandmaster Shan He, yet he 

had not even expressed anything! Li Yifu was terrified just by thinking about how he had received such a 

precious gift. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I don’t have anything good. My gift for our first meeting ... Why don’t I tell 

you about the Enlightenment of cultivation?” Let’s corroborate with each other!” 

Li Yifu wanted to refuse, but when he heard that Xia ruofei wanted to teach him cultivation insights, he 

couldn’t bring himself to refuse. 

He had been stuck at Qi disciple Level 3 for decades. In addition to the increasingly barren natural 

spiritual energy on earth, the incompleteness of his cultivation techniques was also a very serious 

problem. In addition, the number of cultivators on earth was decreasing day by day, and they would 

usually keep their occasional exchanges to themselves, so there was no such opportunity at all. 

With Xia ruofei’s cultivation, he could benefit a lot from just a few words of advice. 

How could he miss such a rare opportunity? 

In the end, Li Yifu blushed and said,””Then ... Then many thanks, martial granduncle!” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”alright!” Let’s go eat first! We’ll talk after dinner!” 



In fact, Xia ruofei still had many good things. Not to mention anything else, just any spiritual crystal was 

many times more precious than the spirit gathering array. 

Besides, Xia ruofei still had the complete Guiyuan Scripture in his mind! 

However, this was the first time he had met Li Yifu. Besides, he did not know Li Yifu’s character. Even if Li 

Yifu was his Grand – disciple and they had the same master, he did not know Li Yifu well. If he gave 

these precious things to Li Yifu and caused trouble to society, Xia ruofei would be in deep trouble. 

Hence, Xia ruofei felt that it was better to observe first before deciding if he should teach Li Yifu the 

complete Guiyuan Scripture. 

“Yes!” Li Yifu said,”senior granduncle, please!” 

Xia ruofei did not decline and walked over first. Li Yifu then respectfully asked Tang Haoran to go first. 

Fortunately, they had already agreed to go their separate ways from Tang Yitian. Otherwise, Li Yifu 

would have no generation, and even Tang Yitian would be his grandfather’s generation! 

Xia ruofei and Tang Haoran took the lead, with Li Yifu following behind respectfully. Xu Ziyuan and Tang 

Yitian were the last to follow. 

When they returned to the villa from the back garden, Jennifer and Feng Jing had already returned to 

the living room. When they saw the group of people coming in, Jennifer immediately said,””Everyone, 

come over and eat! Dinner’s ready ...” 

If it was in the past, Li Yifu would definitely be sitting in the main guest’s seat. He was the first honored 

guest! 

However, the situation was completely different now. Li Yifu said respectfully,””Martial granduncle, 

please take a seat!” 

Xia ruofei and Tang Yitian looked at each other, not knowing whether to laugh or cry. They could only 

helplessly sit in the seat that should have belonged to Li Yifu. 

Feng Rao and Jennifer were even more stunned, completely unable to figure out what was going on. 

How did Xia ruofei become Li Yifu’s senior granduncle after a trip to the back garden? 

Chapter 1709  Amazing as a celestial (3) 

  What made Jennifer even more horrified was that Li Yifu then respectfully invited Tang Haoran to sit 

next to Xia ruofei and even called Tang Haoran "uncle." 

  Jennifer was completely confused. She asked Tang Yitian in a low voice,""Ethan, what ... What's going 

on?" 

  In fact, no matter how soft her voice was, it could not be hidden from cultivators like Xia ruofei and Li 

Yifu. Hence, Xia ruofei smiled and explained,""We just had an exchange and found out that you have 

some connections with my sect. According to seniority, Haoran should be your uncle ..." 

  Jennifer could not help but cover her mouth as her eyes flickered with shock. 



  After a long while, she said,"this ... How can this be?" Then, we ..." 

  "Grandpa Li said that we'll discuss our own matters!" Tang Yitian said quickly. 

  Jennifer's level of Chinese was not good enough to understand this sentence, so she could not help but 

repeat it subconsciously,""Each of us has our own opinions?" 

  "Grandpa li is called martial uncle Haoran. We should still call him Grandpa li!" Tang Yitian explained. 

  "Oh!" Jennifer was suddenly enlightened, but she still felt that something was not right. 

  Xia ruofei did not wait for Jennifer to speak and said,""Let's not discuss this for now. Everyone, take a 

seat! Let's eat, let's eat!" 

  Only then did everyone take their seats. Li Yifu sat in the seat below Tang Haoran. 

  Tang Yitian asked the family's chef to prepare a sumptuous dinner. There were Australian specialties 

and some traditional Chinese food. Everyone could take what they needed, and everyone ate with great 

relish. 

  Li Yifu was the only one who was a little upset and absent - minded the whole time. 

  He had been thinking about Xia ruofei's teaching and was eager to do it, but he didn't dare to show it. 

  Xia ruofei could understand Li Yifu's feelings. Seeing that everyone was almost done eating, he pushed 

the bowl away and said with a smile,""I'm done eating! Adopted husband, are you full?" 

  "Senior granduncle, I'm also full!" Li Yifu quickly said. 

  Feng Jing overheard their conversation and felt as if she was watching a wuxia film. No matter how she 

looked at it, it didn't seem real. However, everyone could see that Li Yifu's respect and admiration for 

Xia ruofei were from the bottom of his heart. 

  Xia ruofei laughed and said,"okay!" Big brother Tang, can I trouble you to help me find a quiet and 

spacious room? I'll go have a chat with my adopted husband! By the way, Haoran, come over too!" 

  Since Feng Rao and Jennifer were present, Xia ruofei didn't mention anything about cultivation. But 

Tang Yitian naturally understood. He quickly arranged for Xia ruofei and Li Yifu to stay in the tea room 

where he usually made tea and met his friends. He also lit up sandalwood and made three cups of 

fragrant tea before he left the tea room. 

  Tang Haoran didn't drink tea at such a young age. Two cups of tea would be enough, but Tang Yitian 

had already checked Li Yifu's pulse. He didn't even need to think to know that if he really made two cups 

of tea, Li Yifu would definitely offer it to Xia ruofei and Tang Haoran respectfully, and he would definitely 

not drink it himself. 

  Tang Yitian brought Xu Ziyuan, Feng Rao, and Jennifer to a living room far away from the tea room. 

They sat down and chatted while making tea. 

  Feng Rao was also very curious about Xia ruofei's sudden appearance of such an old Grand - disciple. 

She had never heard of Xia ruofei's sect before! 



  However, she didn't want to ask Tang Yitian about it. She could only keep these questions in her heart 

and find a chance to ask Xia ruofei. 

  In the tea room. 

  Xia ruofei and Li Yifu sat cross - legged, and even Tang Haoran followed suit and sat beside Xia ruofei. 

  Xia ruofei smiled and asked,"foster husband, tell me about the doubts you have during your 

cultivation." I'll see if I can answer your questions!" 

? 

Chapter 1710: kindness and rebirth (1) 

Li Yifu quickly and respectfully explained all the problems he had in his cultivation. Usually, when he 

cultivated, he basically did it behind closed doors. In addition, his inheritance was incomplete, so when 

he encountered problems, he could only explore by himself. It could be said that he was suffering 

beyond words. 

Xia ruofei listened carefully. His cultivation was much higher than Li Yifu ‘s, and his inheritance was of a 

higher level than Li Yifu’ s. Hence, the cultivation problem that had troubled Li Yifu for many years was 

not a problem to Xia ruofei. 

After he heard that, he looked at Li Yifu, who had a fervent look in his eyes. He cleared his throat and 

said,””Foster husband, I’ll tell you about my cultivation comprehension in response to your question! I 

hope it’ll be of some help to you ...” 

Then, Xia ruofei started his first lecture. 

Although there were only two audiences, Xia ruofei still looked solemn. He looked thin and fair, but at 

this moment, he seemed to be covered in a layer of light. 

Li Yifu was instantly immersed in it. Even Tang Haoran, who only understood a little, was quite serious. 

Li Yifu was beaming with joy. Actually, many problems in cultivation were due to one’s own limitations. 

It was as if one had been stuck in a dead end. Every word that Xia ruofei said was like a heavenly sound 

to him. The cultivation problem that had troubled him for many years was like a layer of window paper 

that was suddenly pierced through. He felt as if he had suddenly been enlightened. 

Time passed by slowly. Li Yifu was completely immersed in this wonderful state. He didn’t even notice 

that Xia ruofei had stopped his lecture. He was still sitting cross – legged on the ground, his expression 

constantly changing. 

Xia ruofei gave Tang Haoran a look, and the two of them quietly left the tea room. 

He knew very well that Li Yifu had gained a lot of insight and was digesting it. 

This was undoubtedly a great opportunity for Li Yifu. He had been stuck at Qi disciple Level 3 for so 

many years and had not made any progress. In fact, he had accumulated a lot of experience. Now that 

he had received Xia ruofei’s guidance, his cultivation would definitely take a big step forward. 



After Xia ruofei and Tang Haoran walked out of the tea room, Tang Yitian immediately came up to them 

and asked,””Ruofei, where’s Grandpa li?” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”He’s enlightened. He’s cultivating. Let’s not disturb him.” 

“Alright,” he said. Tang Yitian said. Then, he asked with some confusion,””Aren’t you only allowed to 

cultivate for four hours a day? Grandpa li ...” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”my adopted husband has accumulated enough spiritual energy. What he 

needs is not the accumulation of spiritual energy, but the perception of cultivation.” Big brother Tang, 

don’t ask so much, you won’t understand even if I tell you!” 

Tang Yitian smiled,”Alright! I’d better not ask ...” 

He could already feel how lucky Xia ruofei was to have accepted Tang Haoran as his disciple. 

Not to mention other things, just the fact that Tang Haoran’s seniority was one generation higher than Li 

Yifu was already scary enough. 

Moreover, Li Yifu had mentioned that Tang Haoran’s cultivation progress was also frighteningly fast. His 

future achievements were simply limitless. 

His gratitude for Xia ruofei grew even stronger. 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,”big brother Tang, you’ve reminded me ...” 

“What?” Tang Yitian asked in confusion. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Haoran, come. I’ve prepared a gift for you.” 

Tang Haoran’s Black eyes widened and he said happily,”Master! What good stuff is it?” 

“Haoran, master gave it to you and you dare to take it!” Tang Yitian said from the side,”you should be 

filial to your master!” 

Xia ruofei waved his hand with a smile.”Big brother Tang, it’s natural for a master to teach his disciple. I 

can’t be by Haoran’s side all the time. It’s my duty to provide him with some cultivation resources!” 

Then, he put his hand into his pocket and took out a spirit crystal from the medium. He handed it to 

Tang Haoran and said with a smile,”Take it! This is master’s gift to you!” 

Tang Haoran’s eyes brightened as he took the spirit crystal.””Master, the spiritual Qi is so dense!” 

“Spiritual energy?” Tang Yitian couldn’t help but take the crystal from Tang Haoran’s hands. He played 

with it for a while and said,”why can’t I feel it? If you didn’t tell me, I would have thought that it was a 

piece of crystal!” 

Xia ruofei laughed,”if you can feel it, you can cultivate like Haoran!” Big brother Tang, please return it to 

Haoran! These spirit crystals are only useful for cultivators!” 

The spirit crystal contained a terrifying amount of spirit Qi, and the amazing thing was that this spirit Qi 

was completely contained inside the spirit crystal, not a trace of it dissipated. Tang Yitian naturally 



couldn’t feel the magic within it, but Tang Haoran had already stepped into the peak of Qi disciple Level 

1, so he naturally felt the rich spirit Qi in it as soon as he held it in his hand. 

“Master ... Is this really for me?” Tang Haoran held the spirit crystal tightly and asked with some 

uncertainty. 

Xia ruofei smiled and replied,”of course!” Was there anyone who would go back on the things that their 

master had given out? Don’t worry! I have more of these crystals, and I’ve prepared this one for you!” 

Xia ruofei continued,”with this spiritual crystal, you don’t have to cultivate for four hours every day. You 

can absorb the spiritual energy from the spiritual crystal to cultivate at any time.” The spiritual energy 

contained in this spiritual crystal should be enough for you to cultivate to Qi disciple Level 5 and above!” 

 


